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ABSTRACT:
Lasers are invented in 1960.Lasers has provided magic solutions to various problems. Applications of lasers exist
throughout our society. And daily new uses are discovered.

Measurement of distance of earth to the moon with accuracy it can also repair detached retinas in the human eye, can
stop bleeding deep inside a patient’s body and even can be used in cancer treatment and genetic engineering. It slices
through heavy steel as if it was a cheese and that is why it is having lots of applications in Industry. Lasers read
supermarket bar code labels in automatic cash registers and register books in modern library. As weapons for defensive
purposes, powerful lasers can also destroy air planes. It is also used widely to promote scientific progress, like its use in
fusion power plants which can provide the human race with much of its required energy for the years to come .The
following are the few of the thousands of applications of lasers.
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Introduction:Laser is applicable in different areas like industry, medical, surgery, Supermarket’s Barcode,
the Librarian’s magic ,holography, compact disc, sensor device, Laser Printing,

Law enforcement, military activities,Enviornment study, decorative uses,,Meteorology,Scientific
Research,Scientific Communications,Scientific Research,Wireless  Communications

1) Applications in the Industry:
The  laser beam used in industry is invisible but laser tools can cut a  variety of materials. Because of laser it
is possible to weld , cut ,and drill metals perfectly for industrial use. Laser welding is performed with efficient
high power CO2 laser beam. Applications of laser leads to higher yields with superior product quality.
Following are the various processing methods using laser are:

a)Surfing: Lasers are effective for heating discrete areas very rapidly. Generally 1.0Kw CW CO2 is used.

b) Welding: Two types of laser welding i.e. CW and pulsed ,are done with CO2 and Nd- YAG lasers having
power 500W or more.

c) Cutting: Industrial cutting is done with CW or pulsed CO2 with high repetition rate .Nd: YAG laser is
specially used in the manufacture of aircraft engine parts.

c) Drilling: Low power CO2 lasers are used to perforate polythene to make air beds for burn patients, drilling
holes in babies bottle nipples, aerosol nozzles etc.

d) Resistor trimming: It consists of vaporizing the material away from many electronic components and
circuits. It can also be used for scribing ceramics.
e)Laser marking:Nd:YAG Lasers are increasingly used for marking a variety of materials where controlling is
done by compute. Among its wide range are vernier calipers,gauges,thimbles,labels made of plastic laminates,
reactor and aircraft components, electronic components, radio and car dash logos, typewriter keyboards, ball
bearing races, turbine blades etc
f)Laser soldering: By using lasers high and reliable joints are obtained.

g) Surface alloying and cladding: Alloying is a process by which the surface of a material is first melted ,then
additional elements are added to the melted area, thereby changing the composition of the surface. Common
substances are low alloys steel or stainless steel with coating materials like cobalt or nickel.
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h)Others: It includes deposition of thin films using ablative sputtering,annealin,photolithographyfor the
production of integrated circuit chips.

2) Applications in Medicine &Surgery:
As laser light can be concentrated into spots, the laser has found applications in surgery and other forms of
treatment Laser surgery has been known since the mid-1960 s when the first retinal lesions were being
successfully repaired. Today laser surgery is a vast field of activity as cutting tools Following diagram shows
the schematic diagram of beam discovery system used in surgery with CO2 laser The various application areas
cover gynecology, tonsils removal, drilling and cutting bone tissues, stopping gastric bleeding, removal of
birth marks and dermatology. The laser scalpel attacks fewer cells than a steel knife and evaporates them
quickly. Since laser beam can be sent down readily through optical fibers and fibers can be introduced into
arteries using catheters, it becomes possible to treat coronary artery blockages using lasers. The optical fiber s
transmitting the laser beam can remove the plaque, a fatty material built up on the arterial wall, blocking the
blood flow. In addition laser has expensive use in R7D activities in medical science. The laser beam induces
changes in cells but is opposed to destroying them as such is applicable in genetic engineering. Besides this, in
laser acupuncture, the thousand year old silver and gold needle is replaced by fine micro manipulator oriented
laser beams. Again because of its high level of precision, excimer laser can change the shape of cornea to
change its refractive power to the desired state and thus correcting the refractive error of eyes with minimal
thermal damage to the surrounding tissues. Even in root canal therapy, the dentist can insert the laser fiber into
the root canals, remove the infected tissue by vaporizing it and destroy totally and effectively bacteria causing
the infection. All these things are giving less pain and destruction to healthy parts of the tooth of the patient.
Infrared is invisible to the eyes ,so while using infrared laser a visible laser like HeNe is used to fix the target
plane. An important point is that precaution should be taken for using lasers in medical science. Lasers giving
output s in various wavelengths and various powers are used in different fields of medical science  Not only
the power and wavelength of laser ,but also the type (pulse or continuous) and the duration of exposure may
affect tissues with different physical phenomenon.

3) Applications in three dimensional imaging by Holography:
A conventional photograph is only a flat record of areal image projected onto a photographic film. The three
dimensional character ( i.e. the phase information ) of the object is almost entirely lost during such
photographic recording process. A hologram on the other hand is a special three dimensional photography ,a
photograph of an object that retains information about the  phases of waves coming from the object through
the use of laser .During the recording process , two waves superimposes , one coming from the object and
another coherent reference wave ,both originating from the same laser source. These two waves produce
interference fringes in the plane of photographic medium. This record carrying  the information of amplitude
and phase of the object is known as hologram. This means“whole “in greek language? In the reconstruction
process of image,the hologram is illuminated by the same type of laser wave which is used in the recording of
hologram Following figures demonstrates the experimental arrangements for producing hologram and
reproducing image from the hologram using same laser. The idea of holography was invented by Denis Gabor
in 1947but its use become possible only after lasers were available. Today it is used in a multitude of ways
including three dimensional representation of object, fingerprint identification and laser beam scanning. Credit
cards often have reflection hologram s printed on them. They make the cards very difficult for forgers to copy.
Also the publisher of book nowadays prefers to use hologram to establish the genuineness of the publication.

4) Applications in Entertainment Industry (Audio,Video, Compact Disc):
The entertainment industry uses lasers in the form of audio, video compact discs and laser show. All
information whether pictorial, verbal and alphabetical or numerical is reduced to strings of binary zeros and
ones. CD uses a laser (GaAlAs) for writing very high density digital data onto a fine layer of metallic bismuth
compound. The recording medium. For reading the disc the same laser is used in combination with a detector
(PIN Photodiode).A tiny circular matt area obtained by burning out a hole in the high shine bismuth layer
represents one as digital storing while the unburnt location denotes a zero A CD player consists of a set of
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servo systems that make the laser beam accurately focus on surface of the CD and track across the fine surface
of the CD when the CD is made to rotate at a correct speed .

5) Application in Supermarket’s Barcode, the Librarian’s magic Barcode:
A patch of black and white strips which would look like a miniature zebra crossing, appeared on some
packages of consumer goods from the beginning of the decade of 80’s and by now, its presence on the
supermarket goods is almost universal .Reading a bar code by the scanner is much faster and more accurate
than keying in the information in the cash register by looking at the text label given on the article. Advantages
of using barcode in other fields include increased patient safety through label checks on medicine bottles. The
bar code is also widely used by libraries in lending and returning books. Several codes are at present in use.
The most frequently encountered one is the universal product code. (UPC).This bar code can read in both the
left to right and right to left directions. In addition beauty of the system lies in the method of decoding the
information. The laser barcode scanner has two major parts: a laser (LED) chip and a detector (a photodiode
+ transistor chip). The bar code is held in front of the laser beam . The laser light is absorbed by the black
lines of the bar code and is reflected by the white lines of the bar code .Finally reflected light is reaching the
detector which transforms it into an electrical signal made of low and high states which is translated into
digital signal and get fed into the computer enabling viewing of the information on the computer screen or
taking out a print.

6) Applications of laser as a sensor device:
Light is having wave character, therefore it can demonstrate the physical properties like interference and wave
modulation .As laser light has well defined phase ,a wide variety of applications are possible based on
interference or wave modulation. Such applications include sensing and measuring of various kinds of
physical parameters like temperature, mechanical pressure, frequency and electrical current intensity etc.

7) Applications in Laser Printing:
Laser is also used in printer to get high quality printing .A laser printer is based on the principle of
xerography. A laser printers are page printers. A page or text or pictures are composed at a time. A image to
be printed is broken up into dots and these dots are projected through semiconductor laser beam and a series
of lenses onto a revolving drum having a light sensitive surface .This modulated laser light is focused and
scanned repeatedly across a rotating drum having a photosensitive made up with selenium / cadmium
sulphide (CdS) which is initially electrically charged by corona discharge method at the surface charging
station. When the modulated laser strikes the surface selenium/ CdS becomes conducting due to the
phenomenon of photoconductivity and hence the charges leak away from the struck region producing a charge
image corresponding a pattern carried by the scanned laser beam. Next the rotating beam passes through the
developing station where it comes into contact with charged carbon particles of the toner and a real black and
white image of the charge pattern is formed on it. This image is then transferred to the rotating paper under
heat treatment at the transfer station and thus printing takes place finally on the paper. The resolution of print
image can be more than the order of 300 dpi9dots per inch)

8) Applications in Law enforcement:
Lasers have several uses in law enforcement like detection of violation of speed limit by individual vehicles,
detection of finger prints. Police uses laser speed gun to detect accurately how fast a vehicle is moving by
detecting the time lapse between the transmission of the laser beam and the reception of the reflected beam
coming from the moving car. Binoculars equipped with the pulse laser can be used by the soldier to measure
the distance of a target. The soldier sights the target and shoots an individual pulse of laser radiation toward it
.The time taken by the pulse to be reflected back to the range finder is measured and electronically converted
into the distance and displayed.

9) Applications in military activities:
The extremely concentrated power of laser can be used for destructing purpose also. Thus there are certain
inherent possibities in the use of laser for military applications. Since the light beam is capable of sharp focus.
From its position above the earth, the beam can be directed at a satellite or a missile that is to be destroyed
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.Thus the laser may be used as a portable battlefield device. For military purposes, radar can also be combined
with a missile destruction system.

10) Applications in Environment study:
Lidar is akin to radar. Lidar is acronym to Light Detection and Ranging. It is used mainly for probing the
atmosphere .i.e. for Whether forecasting and pollution study.Lider system essentially study the laser beam
scattered from the atmosphere. The arrival of the laser revolutionized the atmospheric study using coherent
light beams. Pulses of laser are sent and the radiation that is scattered by various particles present in
atmosphere is picked up by the receiver. The scattered light gives the information regarding the particles
present in the atmosphere with sensitivity that is much more than that obtainable from microwave radars
.Following is the block diagram of Lidar system. An excimer based Lidar system can give information of
ozone levels in the atmosphere.

11) Applications in decorative uses:
Universal laser system Inc .is the innovator and the largest manufacturer of various decorative pieces. The
computer controlled laser system is already available for decorative purposes and industrial uses. As follow:

*Engraving: like rubber stamp, decorative etching, pen and gifts, plaques and awards, plastic name badges,
desk accessories, leather and glass.

*Marking: like Bar coding, identification tags and

*Cutting: like wood acrylic, rubber, leather ,fabric ,paper ,laminated plastic, plastic film,ceramic,coated metal
glass, stencils,patterns,and gaskets. Rubber stamp engraving is very popular. It is direct digital method for
producing rubber stamps without going through a labor intensive photographic process. Once the stamps are
designed in the graphic software they are printed by universal laser system (ULS) where the rubber is
engraved. ULS provide special software and hardware to allow the laser systems to perform this job.

12) Application in Meteorology:
An introduction to lasers specially visible wavelength gas lasers has increased the scope of optical
meteorology. Advantage of optical meteorology are high resolution ,noncontact capability, high scanning
speed ,measurement in inaccessible sites, measurement in severe and aggressive environments, lightness and
ease of setting up. Sensing in meteorology is based on interference and heterodyne frequency shifting. Various
applications are Optical alignment, Distance measurement, Velocity measurement and angular rotation
measurement

13) Application in Scientific Research:
The human endeavors in which laser play an important role is the entire field of scientific research. This
encompasses physics, chemistry ,biology, and various atomic studies. For example laser offer an opportunity
to investigate the basic laws of interaction of atoms and molecules with electromagnetic waves of high
intensity. Laser is also being employed for separating the various isotopes of an element. This LIS (Laser
Isotope separation) has enormous use for the large scale enrichment of Uranium in nuclear power reactors.
Even genetic research using laser is quite popular. The most prominent of which is perhaps atomic fusion,
which ushered in the hope of becoming a new source of energy for mankind. In inertial confinement fusion, a
powerful burst of fusion energy is produced by focusing high powered laser beam on a tiny pellet of fuel.
Another use of laser radiation is to cool atoms and atomic ions to very low temperatures and this can be done
by suitable arrangement of frequency and position of the laser beam. The laser cools the small specimens to
very low temperatures, in some cases about 1microkelvin.

14) Application in Wireless Communications:
Semiconductor laser with optical fiber are widely used for telecommunication. Beside optical fiber, wireless
communication using laser is also being used in LAN. In case of wireless LAN sometimes infrared technology
is used. This technology is same as that is used in TV set remote control. The transmitter uses simple
inexpensive IR LEDs and a photodiode is used as receiver. There are two types of IR LANs
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*Direct beam IR LANs: This is referred to as line of sight links which involves the transmission of highly
focused narrow IR beam that connect one terminal to another. Obviously the receiver and transmitter must be
properly aligned. It gives longer range and higher data rates up to 10 Mbps.

*Diffused IR LANs: It provides ease of installations the transmission of the signals is in all directions.
Because of the multiple path involved data transmission rates are limited to about 1Mbps. For example,
sometimes laptops have inbuilt IR transreceiver chips which enable communication between portable laptop
and a fixed terminal, printer or any peripheral. The main advantage of using infrared is the reduced cost.
Disadvantage is the limited range i.e. transmission is interrupted when obstacles are present because infrared
does not penetrate solid matter.

Experiment :

laser machinng
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Principles and applications of laser
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Conclusion:
Laser has provided magic solutions to numerous problems and new uses are coming up regularly. Light wave
telecommunication system using undersea fiber optical system crossing both the Atlantic and Pacific is now
operating as high as 2.5 Gbits /s . With tremendous increase in demands, there is no option other than
application of optical communication system. A team of researchers at Taipai National Taiwan University has
developed a prototype rewritable optical disc that can store 100 GB of information . Optical link between
Satellites using Laser was first enabled in 2001. Data transmission used 60Mw Gallium Arsenide Diode Laser
operating at 843-852 nm. The satellites were able to transmit images from space to ground in real time. Lasers
are also used in defence and commercial areas

Blue light Gallium Nitrite semiconductor lasers are the subject of intensive research and development because
it can be substituted for infrared lasers used in CD. The short wavelength blue lasers could be used in higher
resolution displays and laser printers and in underwater communications. Therefore considering its vast
applications Laser is the ultimate ruler of modern technology.
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